
Bengal Kitten Waitlist Contract
Bougie Bengals

Alexa Rodriguez 828-305-3377 BougieBengals.com

The party of the first part __________________ hereinafter referred to as the
“buyer” and the party of the second part Alexa Rodriguez of Bougie Bengals
hereinafter referred to as the “breeder” agree to the following

Buyer information

Full name:
Phone:
Email:
Waitlist payment date paid:

Please initial to show you understand and agree to the following terms below.

______Due to buyers’ demand, the breeder has a paid waitlist to ensure the
buyer's intent to buy a cat/kitten from the breeder. The buyer has paid a $200
non refundable waitlist payment to be placed onto the waitlist for an upcoming
kitten and/or a retired adult. This payment will be applied toward the total
purchase price of your cat. This payment is not refundable should the buyer,
for any reason, decide to change his/her mind about purchasing a Bengal
from the breeder.



______The buyer understands that the breeder accepts Venmo, Zelle or
PayPal (friends and family) payments only.

______The buyer understands that our prices for our high quality pet kittens
are between $2,000-$3,000, our high quality show kittens are priced between
$3,000-$4,000 and our retired adults are priced between $1,000-$1,500. Our
breeder quality kittens are only considered to an ethical fully health testing
cattery and are priced at $5,000+.

______The buyer agrees and understands that it is their responsibility to
research the Bengal breed to know it is a good fit for their home and lifestyle.
The buyer is also responsible to view all information provided on the breeder's
website including our FAQS page and kitten contract.

______The buyer understands that once kittens are available, the breeder will
start from the top of the waitlist and give each individual 48 hours to either
reserve or pass on available kitten(s). You must reserve or pass within the 48
hour period via email. If the buyer should decide to pass on available kittens
shown, the buyer will remain on the waitlist for another upcoming kitten.

______The buyer understands they will be contacted by the breeder via
email. The buyer will provide an email that is checked daily. If for any reason
the buyer will not be available via email, the buyer is responsible to notify the
breeder. If the breeder is not able to get ahold of the buyer via email within the
48 hour period, the breeder will assume the buyer is no longer interested and
the breeder will continue down the waitlist.

______The buyer understands until kittens are born, the breeder cannot
guarantee how many kittens there will be and what color/sex will be availabe.
Each kitten will be evaluated between the ages of 4-8 weeks of age before
coming available to those on the waitlist.



______ The buyer understands a show or breeder quality kitten is selectively
chosen based on the TICA breed standard for breed specific attributes. The
evaluated kitten will be available to those that are specifically on the waitlist
for a show or breeder first before being made available to those on the waitlist
that are looking for a high quality pet kitten.

______ The breeder is always looking to increase the quality of the breed,
thus has the right to keep kitten(s) back for the improvement of their breeding
program.

______The breeder has the right to cancel any sale and return payment to
buyers at any time.

BUYER: ______________________________________________________________________
Signature Date

BREEDER: ____________________________________________________________________
Signature Date


